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HOW TWO NIGHT RAIDERS WERE DESTROYED

Two if the five enemy raiders destroyed in attacks on this country during

the night were sent blazing into the sea by a wing commander of lighter Command,

The pilot, is a 25 year old New Zealander from Auckland, Wing Commander

I.S. Smith, D.F.C.

He first sighted a Heinkel 111, Just as the Heinkel dived away in

evasive action the wing commander opened fire and saw the bomber's port engine
hurst into flames.

The Heinkel continued its dive and when it received another burst of

machine gun fire pieces flew off the port engine and fuselage.

Clouds gave the "bomber cover and it could be claimed as "damaged", but a

moment or two later the wing commander came across another Heinkel,

It, like its damaged comrade, dived away from our fighters. The ensuing
chase did not last very long# and when he got to within 300 yards the wing

commander opened fire with his cannon.

The fuselage and the wing were hit, and the bomber, crashing towards the

sea with the wing ablaze, broke up on the
(

water while pieces continued to bum.

Wing Commander Smith's ammunition was now at a low ebb when he spotted his

third enemy bomber. This time it was a Dornier 217.

He pumped the rest of his fire into the bomber with one burst from 300

yards. The whole machine, except the. wing tips, immediately lit up and many

pieces came flying off.

The Dornier, however, unlike the two Heinkels, put up a short but ineffective

return fire. But the gunner was soon silent. His aircraft, -ablaze fiercely and

with bits of both engines now flying in' all directions, was losing height at a

great rate in its dive to the sea.

With all his ammunition gone and his machine covered in oil, the wing
commander followed the Dornier, which was burning furiously as it plunged towards

the sea.


